Can you unscramble the sentences below?

A animal habitat place where lives the is an =

A ……………………………………………………………………..

Something survive habitat adaptation helps an in to that an it’s is animal
called
Something ………………………………………………………………………………………….

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………

An antenna camouflage adaptation having or could be

An ……………………………………………………………………………………

If habitat adapt die evolve animal an not does out and it’s to may it then

If ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..

When extinct animal becomes dies an out it

When …………………………………………………………………..

On the next few pages will be some animals that you may have seen at
Knowsley Safari—to finish their adaptations, can you fill in the gaps in the
sentences with words that are in green in the box at the bottom of the
page
I live in the desert where there isn’t much
food so I store …….... in two …………….... on my
back in case I can’t find food for a long time—
this means I can go a month without eating!
I have lovely thick ……………….. in the winter to
keep warm and then this fur falls off in the
summer so I don’t get too hot
I live on the rainforest floor
where it is really dark so I have
…………………………………. to find my way around
I am brown in colour to …………………………………
in with the mud, leaves, twigs, branches, logs
and tree bark on the rainforest floor
I have ……………………. all over my body to make
myself look scarier so I can keep predators
away

Humps

Antenna

Spikes

Fat

Camouflage

Fur

It is very dark in the rainforest where I live so
I have big ……………….. so that I can see
I am lovely and ……….…….. in colour so when I
sit on the leaves I am camouflaged to hide
away from my predators, but also my prey
I have …………………………………………………………..
on my feet to stick to the tall trees in the
rainforest so that I don’t fall out!

We have ………………. on the tops of our heads
and we use them to …………….. for girlfriends!

I have a large …………………… to keep safe from
predators
I am covered in a bitter tasting …………………….
so that predators don’t want to eat me
I have a blob of white on my back—this looks
like ……………………………………… so that animals
don’t eat me!
Green

Antlers

Shell
Fight

Bird poo
Slime

Eyes

Sucker pads

I make clicking noises with my tongue, these clicking
noises hit the walls in the caves where I live so I can
find my way around - this is called
…………………………………………………………………………………..
I have ………………………... to fly—I am the only mammal
in the whole world that can fly
I have big …………………………….. so I can hear really well
I use the …………………………………. at the top of my head
to break branches in the trees so I can get through
the rainforest

I have a long …………….. to reach into bushes and trees
so I can eat the leaves, twigs and fruit

Even though I can’t fly—I’ve got long, powerful strong
…………………… and can run at 45mph to get away
from predators!

Wings

Horns

Legs

Echolocation

Ears

Nose

My ………..…………… is dark in colour so that it
doesn’t get .…………………………………………… on the
African savannah grasslands!
I have really long ………….…. and a long ………………
to reach the leaves at the tops of the trees that
the other animals can’t reach
I have black, red and yellow stripes – this keeps
animals away because they think I’m
………………….…………..……………………. but I’m
actually just pretending!
I use my tongue to smell for ……………………. which
is my favourite food!
I use the ………………………………………… on the front
of my face to find fish to eat and to keep away
from my predators—sharks and killer whales!

I have ………………………………… all over my body for
camouflage—this means I can hide away from
my prey and then ambush it

Sunburnt

Neck

Mice
Poisonous

Stripes
Whiskers

Tongue

Legs

I have two ……………………………………. on the top of my
head—I use these to feel my way around in the dark
rainforest so I know where I’m going
I look like a ……………………… — this is my camouflage to
hide away from predators in the rainforest

In my species—the males have a large …………………….
around the head to scare other males away

I stand up on my back ……..…... to look out for predators
I have black patches around my ……..…….. — these are
like …………….…………………. to protect my eyes from the
bright sun in the desert!
I have 2cm long sharp …………………… to dig for insects
in the sand
My …………………………………………. is the stripes all over
my body—I use these to hide away from lions and
other predators in Africa

Stick

Legs

Sunglasses
Eyes

Camouflage
Claws

Antenna

Mane

Below is a photo of a royal python—can you colour in the box to the left so
that it is camouflaged for it’s habitat

In the box to the right can you write some of the other adaptations it has
evolved?

For the next photo of the snake below—in the box to the left can you
draw a picture of the desert

In the box to the right can you describe why it wouldn’t be adapted to this
habitat

In the box below can you draw and colour in some pictures of the royal
python’s offspring (babies)

Have you coloured in all the pictures the same?

Or do they look slightly different?

These differences are caused by differences in genes. Can you unscramble
the letters below. They will spell out a science word for these differences

V
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N

I

R

O

T

A

= ……………………………………………………………………

Out of the royal python offspring—there will be some variation. The ones
that are more adapted to the environment will survive and pass on their
genes to the next generation and so on and so forth!

A man came up with a theory of evolution that explains how species have
changed over time. Can you unscramble the words below to find out what
the name of the man is and what the theory is that he created?
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The man is called ………………………………………………………………………

N T R A L A U

-

S L C T N E O I E

The theory is called ………………………………………………………………….

So what happens if an animal does not adapt and evolve? They die out!
And if there is none left of an animal anymore, we call that extinct—
below are the names of three extinct animals, can you find them in the
word search at the bottom of the page?
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